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We report a comprehensive study of quadrupolar second-harmonic gen-
eration (SHG) from centrosymmetric materials. Because of symmetry, quadrupo-
lar SHG from centrosymmetric materials is forbidden in the forward direction,
and is extremely weak when it is obtained using a traditional single-beam SHG
geometry. A two-beam geometry is found to enhance quadrupolar SHG greatly
compared to single-beam SHG. Two orthogonally polarized laser beams create
wavelength-scale, forward-radiating gradients in the second-harmonic polariza-
tion that enhance SHG. The radiation pattern of two-beam quadrupolar SHG
is observed to have a TEM00 mode, different from single-beam quadrupolar
SHG which has a TEM01 mode. The quantitative study of quadrupolar SHG
is done with a two-beam geometry on an isotropic glass slide. The polarization
of the two-beam quadrupolar SHG is found to be normal to the plane deter-
mined by the two crossed fundamental beams, and the SHG intensity depends
on the orthogonally polarized fundamental electric fields. Quadrupolar SHG
from a glass slide with two tightly focused laser beams appears surface-like
vii
– SHG peaks sharply when the glass surfaces are centered on the two-beam
overlap region, but vanishes when the overlap is totally immersed in glass bulk.
Quasi-phase-matched quadrupolar SHG from two glass slides (and two pellicle
films) is demonstrated. Enhanced and phase-matched two-beam SHG from a
centrosymmetric and birefringent crystal – calcite – is also realized. Prelimi-
nary studies on the application of two-beam SHG in microscopy are done with
a scratched glass slide. We find that dipolar SHG and quadrupolar SHG can
be selectively imaged by choosing different polarization combinations of the
fundamental laser beams. Macroscopically centrosymmetric silicon nanocrys-
tal composites embedded in glass are studied by single-beam and enhanced
two-beam SHG. Both techniques are sensitive to the nano-interface chemistry,
but two-beam SHG gives rise to a signal that is several orders stronger. Multi-
ple signal discrimination techniques are developed to separate the nanocrystal
SHG from the glass SHG which is also enhanced by the two-beam geometry.
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Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a nonlinear optical process, in
which photons interacting with a material are effectively “combined” to form
new photons with twice the energy, and therefore twice the frequency and half
the wavelength of the initial photons. The interaction between the photons
(electromagnetic wave) and the material is illustrated with classical fields in
Figure 1.1. The polarization of the material due to the electrons’ response to
the driving electromagnetic (EM) field does not totally follow the driving EM
field. The distortion of the polarization in time domain generates frequencies
(nonlinear) other than the fundamental frequency (linear), which can be eas-
ily seen by Fourier decomposition of the polarization (see Figure 1.1). The
lowest order of the nonlinear polarization is the second harmonic (frequency
doubled) polarization – the source of SH radiation . The SH polarization
in centrosymmetric materials (a material possessing a point with respect to
which the medium remains unchanged under the operation of spatial inver-
sion: x → −x, e.g. Si bulk, Ge bulk) is dipole forbidden but allowed in
noncentrosymmetric materials (e.g., GaAs bulk, surface of any materials). In
centrosymmetric materials, the second-order response consists of the electric-


















Nonlinear response to driving optical field Fourier decomposition
Figure 1.1: Principle of SHG
electric field and its spatial derivatives [9].
1.1 Historical notes
Optical SHG was first observed by Franken et al. (1961) in a noncen-
trosymmetric quartz crystal [24]. One year later, SHG in the centrosymmetric
calcite crystal was reported by Terhune et al. [45]. Calcite is birefringent
so that phase-matching of bulk SHG may be achieved, thus permitting weak
quadrupolar SH polarization to produce relatively strong SH signal. In the
following years, SHG was observed in a wide range of centrosymmetric mate-
rials, including metals [10, 13], semiconductors [8], insulating solids [48] and
liquids [47]. In those experiments, the contribution to SHG was dominated by
the surface of the materials while the bulk contribution was negligible. The
theoretical framework developed by Bloembergen et al. was summarized in
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his paper in 1968 [9]. It involved a weak polarization in the bulk arising from
the magnetic-dipole and quadrupole terms and a thin strongly polarized layer
in the surface region. The discontinuities of the pump fields on the surface
were thought to be the reason of the strong surface nonlinear response.
The sensitivity of the SHG to surface conditions was first noted by
Brown and Matsuoka [12] in 1969. In their experiments, they observed a
much stronger SHG from a freshly evaporated Ag film in vacuum than from
a film exposed to air. The dependence of SHG on the atomic nature of the
surface was seen by Chen and co-workers for Na deposition on clean Ge surfaces
[19] in 1973. This demonstrated the potential of SHG for surface studies of
centrosymmetric materials. Since then, more theoretical work were done to
model the SHG from metal surface. Rudnick and Stern suggested that the
broken inversion symmetry of the surface was the source of surface SHG [35].
Sipe and Stegeman then developed a hydrodynamic model to describe the
surface response [41]. In experiments, SHG was then widely used to probe
surface reactions and adsorption/desorption, even on the atomic and molecular
scale.
As a planar surface or interface probing technique, SHG has already
been well developed. Using this technique to probe the interfaces of nano-
structures only took place in the past few years. Since the size of the nano-
structures is much less than the wavelength of the incident EM wave, a nano-
structure composite is macroscopically centrosymmetric, so SHG vanishes in
the dipolar approximation. Nevertheless, this weak quadrupolar type SHG
3
was detected and studied in a few groups. Aktsipetrov and co-workers (1999)
used SHG interferometry to study the mutual coherence between the scat-
tered SH (also called hyper-Rayleigh scattering ) and the reference SH [21].
From the interference patterns, they deduced the spatial fluctuations of opti-
cal parameters (down to a few hundred nanometers) in bacteriorhodopsin and
polycrystalline PZT ferroelectric films. Bonn and co-workers demonstrated the
use of vibrational sum frequency generation to investigate the surface molec-
ular properties of submicron particles dispersed in solution [33]. Dadap et al.
developed the electromagnetic theory of SHG from the surface of a sphere that
is small compare to the wavelength of light. Their theory shows that the SH
radiation is emitted in nonlocally excited electric dipoles and locally excited
electric quadrupole modes. More detailed calculation of SHG from a single
sphere was performed by Brudny et al. [14], and SHG from arrays of spherical
particles by Mochán et al. [31]. These models are based no longer on local
dipolar SH polarization, but on quadrupolar SH polarization. In the following
Section, we briefly review the phenomenological model of quadrupolar SHG.
1.2 Phenomenological model of quadrupolar SHG
The bulk nonlinear polarization source can be expressed in a multipole
series of successive degrees of nonlocality:
P(2)(2ω) = χ
(2)
D (2ω) : E(ω)E(ω)
+χ
(2)




D is the electric dipolar SH susceptibility, and χ
(2)
Q is the quadrupo-
lar SH susceptibility. In a centrosymmetric material, the electric dipolar SH
susceptibility χ
(2)




Q (2ω) = χ
(2)
Q (2ω) : E(ω)∇E(ω). (1.2)
The fourth-rank tensor χ
(2)
Q has 81 independent elements for an arbitrary ma-
terial. For a centrosymmetric cubic material of m3m-symmetry, there are only








Q,ijji, where the tensor
is expressed in terms of the crystallographic axes, and indices i, j are distinct.












Q,ijji − χ(2)Q,iijj − χ(2)Q,ijij, (1.5)
ζ = χ
(2)
Q,iiii − (χ(2)Q,ijji + χ(2)Q,iijj + χ(2)Q,ijij), (1.6)




Q,i = γ∇i(E · E) + (δ − β − 2γ)(E · ∇)Ei + β(∇ · E)Ei + ζEi∇iEi. (1.7)
In a cubic material, ζ can be finite and the last term in Equation 1.7 will
give rise to a SH polarization sensitive to the orientation of the crystal. For an




0. So the isotropic materials are described by β, γ, and δ. The third term
in Equation 1.7 can always be neglected in a homogeneous medium, since
the factor ∇ · E vanishes according to Maxwell’s equations. The first term
γ∇(E ·E) is equivalent to a polarized sheet at the interface with a longitudinal
polarization. It always radiates in a manner indistinguishable from that of the
interface term [39]. In a homogeneous isotropic medium , the bulk nonlinear
polarization can be written as
P
(2)
Q = γ∇(E · E) + (δ − β − 2γ)(E · ∇)E. (1.8)
1.3 Scope of this work
This thesis focuses on characterization, enhancement and application
of quadrupolar SHG from centrosymmetric materials using a two-beam SHG
geometry – i.e. a degenerate sum-frequency generation. The centrosymmetric
materials used in our experiments include fused silica, composites of silicon
nanocrystals embedded in fused silica and calcite crystals. In Chapter 2, we
present experimental two-beam quadrupolar SHG results from a simple glass
slide, which serve to characterize the dependence of quadrupolar SHG on the
polarization and focal geometry of the incident beams for the first time [43].
Then, in Chapter 3 we use the two-beam geometry to characterize and en-
hance SHG from silicon nanocrystal composites, which are macroscopically
centrosymmetric [23]. Application of enhanced two-beam SHG in microscopy
will be discussed in Chapter 2.8. Phase-matched quadrupolar SHG will be
discussed in Chapter 4. Lastly, we discuss SHG in situ monitoring of silicon
6
nanocrystal growth by CVD in ultra-high vacuum chamber in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Quadrupolar SHG in glass
2.1 Introduction
Usually, quadrupolar SHG P
(2)
Q from centrosymmetric material simply
contributes a weak, undesired background that interferes with the study of
interface dipolar SHG [25, 39]. However, the study of quadrupolar SHG is
important in its own right. For example, study of quadrupolar SHG from an
isotropic glass bulk can help to separate the bulk and surface contribution
in a detailed polarization measurement [17]. The spatially-averaged dipolar
SHG response of the interfaces of embedded centrosymmetric nano-spheres
gives rise to a macroscopic quadrupolar SH polarization [14, 20, 31], which
enables noninvasive SHG probing of the nano-interfaces [23]. In addition,
bulk nonlinear susceptibilities of any type are more amenable to ab initio cal-
culation than interface responses, making their measurement of interest for
fundamental studies [5]. Finally, quadrupolar SHG could complement third-
harmonic microscopy [3, 42] as a probe of biological samples by enabling use
of shorter wavelength sources for which samples are transparent to second-,
but not third-harmonic light. However, in the conventional single-beam geom-
etry, quadrupolar SHG is usually exceedingly weak. Bethune et al. [6] showed
that the quadrupolar SH polarization of an atomic vapor could be accessed by
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using two intersecting, orthogonally polarized beams tuned to sharp atomic
resonances. In this chapter, we study the completely nonresonant two-beam
SH response of an isotropic fused silica slide. This simple material enables
us to demonstrate quantitative features of two-beam SHG. In Section 2.2, we
describe the quadrupolar SHG model and derive the SHG enhancement fac-
tor when two-beam geometry is used. Experimental observation of enhanced
quadrupolar SHG is shown in Section 2.4. Then the model is tested more
stringently using elliptically polarized beams, shown in Section 2.5. Phase
mis-matched quadrupolar SHG from glass is well studied in the z-scan experi-
ment, which is shown in Section 2.6. A new technique to prepare the sample –
“sandwich” – is developed to measure the quadrupolar SH susceptibility and
to discriminate the SH signal in Section 2.7.
2.2 Theory
In a homogeneous isotropic material, the nonlinear polarization is given
by Equation 1.8. The magnetic dipole term γ∇(E · E) is inseparable from
surface contributions [39], but can be neglected when, as discussed below, the
latter are negligible. The SH polarization then can be written as
P
(2)
Q = (δ − β − 2γ)(E · ∇)E. (2.1)
In single-beam SHG, the component of ∇E that radiates at 2ω originates from
the transverse non-uniformity of the beam. Thus for a plane wave, ∇⊥E = 0;
for a Gaussian beam, ∇⊥E ∼ |E|/w0 (where w0=beam waist). In two-beam
9
SHG (see Figure 2.1), the SH-radiating component of ∇E can become much
larger if the polarization of each beam is properly set. For two plane wave
fields Ei = E
0
i e
iki·r (where i = 1, 2), Equation 2.1 becomes
P
(2)
Q = i(δ − β − 2γ){E01 · k1E01 exp(2ik1 · r)
+E01 · k2E02 exp[i(k1 + k2) · r]
+E02 · k1E01 exp[i(k1 + k2) · r]
+E02 · k2E02 exp(2ik2 · r)}. (2.2)
The first and last terms in braces vanish since the electromagnetic wave vector
is always perpendicular to the electric field for each laser beam in the plane
wave approximation . If E1‖E2‖ŷ (see axes in Figure 2.1), then E1 · k2 and
E2 · k1 vanish, and P(2)Q = 0. If each beam is polarized in the x̂ − ẑ plane,
then P
(2)
Q points along the propagation direction (k1 + k2)(see Appendix 1
for derivation), and therefore, does not radiate. However, if E1 ⊥ E2 (e.g.,
E1‖x̂, E2‖ŷ), then E2 · k1 vanishes, but E1 · k2 does not, and P(2)Q ‖E2 (i.e.
S-polarized). P
(2)
Q scales as E1 · k2, i.e. (|E1|/λ2) sin α′, where α′ is the angle
between two beams inside the sample, and λ2 is the wavelength of beam 2.
Compared to single beam SHG, |P(2)Q | is enhanced by a factor (w0/λ2) sin α′,
and SHG intensity by a factor (w0/λ2)
2 sin2 α′.
2.3 Experimental setup
We use an unamplified (810nm, 100fs, 76MHz, 0.9nJ/pulse) and also












Figure 2.1: Two-beam SHG configuration. Beam 1 is normally inicdent onto
the glass sample and polarized horizontally (in x̂ direction). The incident angle
of Beam 2 is 200. Its polarization can be tuned through a λ/2 plate.
periments. The diagram of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2.2. The
laser beam passes through a lens then is split 50/50 into two beams. One
beam (beam 2) is reflected by a mirror and then impinges obliquely on the
sample (incident angle = 200). The other beam (beam 1) goes through a delay
stage and is then normally incident onto the sample. Those two beams are
spatially and temporally overlapped on the sample. On beam 1, we also setup
a λ/2 wave-plate so that we can change the polarization direction of beam 1.
The sample is mounted on a 3-D micro-stage, so that it can be precisely posi-
tioned. After the sample, along the bisector of two fundamental beams, we set
up a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to detect the 2-beam SHG. To suppress the
fundamental light background, a monochrometer and several blue glass filters
(BG39, Schott color glass filter) are set up before the PMT. We confirmed
that two-beam SHG detected by the PMT contained only frequencies within
the doubled fundamental spectrum and depended on temporal overlap of the
11
Figure 2.2: Two-beam SHG experimental setup.
incident pulses. We also confirmed that the intensity of the SHG obeyed the
square intensity law (I2ω ∝ I2ω).
2.4 Enhanced 2-beam SHG from glass
We set the polarization of E1 in the horizontal direction (x̂), then we
rotate the polarization of E2 from the vertical direction (ŷ) to the horizontal
direction (x̂). At the same time, we count the 2-beam SH photons with the
PMT. As shown in Figure 2.3, the SHG signal decrease monotonically to the
noise level when the beam polarizations change from orthogonally polarized
to co-polarized. This agrees very well with the prediction from the model
described in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2.3: Two-beam SHG with unamplified laser as E2 rotates from vertical
(ŷ) to horizontal (P -polarized), with E1 fixed along x̂. The SH radiation was
completely ŷ-polarized. Dashed line: dark count level.
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The possibility that SHG from the glass surfaces contributes to the
2-beam SHG signal can be ruled out either on symmetry or experimental
grounds, depending on the polarization configuration. When E1‖x̂ and E2‖ŷ,
surface SHG requires a susceptibility tensor component χ
(2)
ixy(i = x, y or z),
which vanishes for the surface of an isotropic material like glass. Thus there
is no surface SH polarization in this configuration. If we rotate E2 to the









zxx + ε−1(2ω)γ is an effective
surface susceptibility component [18] that includes the inseparable bulk con-
tribution γ∇(E · E) and ε(2ω) is the dielectric constant at 2ω. However, as
shown in Figure 2.3, no 2-beam SHG signal is observed in this configuration.











j (j = 1, 2), produces negligible SHG signal.
Therefore, we can rule out observable surface-like SHG contributions originat-
ing from surface dipole and magnetic dipole terms.
The quadrupolar SHG model also predicts that the SH field is polarized
normal to the plane described by the two fundamental beams. For example,
when E1||x̂ and E2||ŷ, the Equation 2.2 becomes,
P
(2)
Q = i(δ − β − 2γ){E01 · k2E02 exp[i(k1 + k2) · r]}. (2.3)
So the SH polarization is in the same direction as E02 (ŷ direction), which is
perpendicular to the plane decided by the two crossed beams (plane x̂−ẑ). Our
experimental result shown in Figure 2.4 agrees very well with the prediction
by the model.
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Figure 2.4: Two-beam SHG signal for E1‖x̂, E2‖ŷ observed through polariza-
















Figure 2.5: Experimental setup. The normally incident beam passes through
a λ/4 waveplate before reaching the sample. The oblique incident beam is
linearly polarized. Its polarization can be set in the horizonal (x̂) or in the
vertical (ŷ) by a λ/2 waveplate.
2.5 SHG from glass using elliptically polarized beams
To test the completeness of Equation (2.2) in describing quadrupolar
2-beam SHG more stringently, we compared its predictions for elliptically-
polarized incident beams to experimental observations.
With E2 linearly polarized we controlled the ellipticity of E1 by varying
the angle θ between E1 and the O-axis of a λ/4 plate lying in the x̂−ŷ plane (see
Figure 2.5). E1 entered the λ/4 plate polarized along x̂, and emerged in the
16
form E1[x̂(sin
2 θ + i cos2 θ)+ ŷ(1+ i) sin θ cos θ]. When E2 ‖ ŷ, Equation (2.2)
predicts that only the x̂ component of E1 couples with E2 to create P
(2)
Q , re-
sulting in SHG intensity proportional to (|E1|2|E2|2)(cos4 θ+sin4 θ). Similarly
when E2 is P-polarized, Equation (2.2) predicts SHG intensity proportional to
2|E1|2|E2|2 cos2 θ sin2 θ. The experimental results, shown in Figure 2.6, agree
very well with these predictions. On the other hand, if surface-like contribu-
tions present, the SHG would have shown very different θ-dependence. For ex-
ample, Cattaneo et al. [18] found that the reflected surface SHG θ-dependence
was totaly opposite to the transmission bulk SHG from a BK7 glass slide.
2.6 SHG from glass by z-scan
Phase mismatch was characterized by z-scan (translating the sample
in ẑ direction, the coordinate is shown in Figure 2.1) of the sample po-
sition through the 2-beam overlap. We used both unamplified and ampli-
fied Ti:Sapphire laser pulses to provide tightly focused beams (w1 = 20µm,
w2 = 10µm) and loosely focused beams (w1 = w2 = 500µm).
With the tightly focused beams, for which the sample thickness h =
900µm >> 250µm (length of the overlap region), the signal peaked sharply
when the front or rear surface was centered on the overlap, as shown in Figure
2.7.
An analogous enhancement occurs in third-harmonic microscopy when
sample boundaries fall within the Rayleigh range of a tightly focused beam.
For our case, the length of the overlap region is much less than the confocal
17






















Angle between O-axis of the quarter wave plate 
and the horizontal directon (x)
Figure 2.6: Two beam SHG signal vs. ellipticity of beam 1 polarization.
Squares (circles) correspond to E2‖ŷ (E2 P -polarized). Curves are calculations
based on Equation 2.2.
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z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 m)
Figure 2.7: Measured (solid squares) and calculated (solid line) SHG inten-
sity as the sample is scanned longitudinally (in ẑ direction) along the 2-beam
overlap region of tightly focused unamplified beams. Dashed line: dark count
level.
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region 2zR ∼ 4.4, 1.1mm of either beam, the well-known effects of the Guoy
phase shift on harmonic generation by focused beams [11] are negligible in our
geometry. These peaks result not from interface SHG, but from relaxation of
phase mismatch when boundaries of the sample fall within the 2-beam overlap
region. The SHG field is proportional to:
∫ h/2−Z′
−h/2−Z′







where Z ′ = −Z tan α/ tan α′ is the position of the beam intersection (z = 0)
measured from the center Z of the slide, ∆k = ẑ · (k1 + k2 − k3) is the wave-
vector difference between the SH polarization and generated SH light, and
exp[−(z tan α′)2/(w21 + w22/ cos2 α′)] is the amplitude of the SH polarization
resulting from the intersection of two Gaussian profiles, ∆kz) is the phase of
the SH polarization at different z position. The integral of the SH polarization
over the sample is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
When the 2-beam overlap (SHG active region) is totally in the glass,
the positive and negative parts of the SH polarization are almost equal, so
there is no net SH polarization after integration. However, if only part of the
overlap is in the glass, then the integral gives a non-vanishing SH polarization.
That’s how the double peaks appear in the z-scan experiments. If Guoy phase
through the overlap region is included, the results are nearly unaffected, as
shown in Figure 2.9.
For contrast, Figure 2.10 shows a z-scan for amplified loosely focused
beams for which h ∼ w1,2 = 500µm. In this case only one peak is observed
20
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Figure 2.8: The integral of the 2-beam SH polarization vanishes when the 2-
beam overlap is totally inside the glass bulk (left figure), but does not vanish
when only part of the overlap is in the glass bulk (right figure).
(data points) and predicted (solid curve). Thus, in general, axial resolution in
probing gradients in the optical properties is optimized with tightly focused
intersecting beams, while signal enhancement (w0/λ2)
2 sin2 α′ over single beam
SHG is maximized with loosely focused beams.
2.7 “Sandwich” experiment
The integral of 2-beam SH polarization over a uniform medium vanishes
as long as the 2-beam overlap region is totally inside the medium. However, the
integral doesn’t vanish if the overlap region falls on a surface of the medium, as
shown in Section 2.6. How about the internal surfaces within a bulk materials?
Do they also generate 2-beam SHG?
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z position of the sample (µm)
Figure 2.9: Calculated SHG intensity as the sample is scanned longitudinally
(in ẑ direction) along the 2-beam overlap region of tightly focused unamplified
beams. Cross: Guoy phase included; Diamond: Guoy phase not included.
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Figure 2.10: Measured (solid squares) and calculated (solid line) SHG inten-
sity as the sample is scanned longitudinally (in ẑ direction) along the 2-beam































Figure 2.11: Left: z-scan of the overlap of two laser beams through two stacked
glass slides with an air gap in between; right: 2-beam SHG shows three peaks
along the z-direction.
In this experiment, we stacked two 1 mm thick glass slides together.
The air gap which is about several microns wide forms two internal surfaces.
We call it “sandwich” experiment since it is like that a layer of air is sandwiched
in between two glass slides. The Spitfire laser beam (250fs, 1kHz, 800nm) was
split into two beams, focused to about 20µm in diameter and overlapped with
each other onto the sample. When the sample was z-scanned through two-
beam overlap, we observed a non-vanishing 2-beam SHG from the air gap (see
the middle peak in Figure 2.11). This result shows that the internal surfaces
inside a isotropic bulk can also generate strong 2-beam SHG. In other words,
2-beam SHG can be used to probe internal surfaces inside transparent bulk
materials.
Further experiment shows, the SHG from the gap can be depressed by
24


























Figure 2.12: Left: z-scan of the overlap of two laser beams through two stacked
glass slides with a water gap in between; right: 2-beam SHG shows two peaks
along the z-direction.
filling the gap with water (see Figure 2.12). This is because the glass and the
water have similar refractive indices and nonlinear susceptibilities, which make
the sandwiched sample (glass/water/glass) like a single uniform bulk sample.
In that case, the 2-beam SHG vanishes as long as the two-beam overlap is
totally inside the sample.
Our simulation also shows that the magnitude of the SHG from the gap
is sensitive to the magnitude of the SH susceptibility and the linear refractive
index of the material being sandwiched. In Figure 2.13, we simulated the
2-beam SHG peaks in z-scan experiment. We used the model described by
Formula 2.4, and set the gap size to be 5 µm and the glass SH susceptibility to
be an unknown constant χ
(2)
Q (glass), together with the known parameters: the
25









Figure 2.13: Simulated 2-beam SHG peaks when the sandwiched sample
(glass/air/glass) is z-scanned through the 2-beam overlap.
air refractive indices nωair = n
2ω
air = 1, the air SH susceptibility χ
(2)
Q (air) = 0,
and the glass refractive indices nωglass = 1.45332, n
2ω
glass = 1.47013. Then we
simulated 2-beam SHG peaks for glass/water/glass sandwiched sample, by
setting the water SH susceptibility χ
(2)
Q (water) to be 0.7, 0.8. 0.9, 1.2 times of
χ
(2)
Q (glass) with the known parameters: the water refractive indices n
ω
water =
1.329, n2ωwater = 1.339. If χ
(2)
Q (water) = 0.8χ
(2)
Q (glass), the SHG from water
gap vanishes, as shown in Figure 2.14. It is interesting that the SHG always
vanishes as long as χ
(2)
Q (water) = 0.8χ
(2)
Q (glass), and it is independent of the
gap size, which is shown by another simulation.
The above result shows the “sandwich” experiment can be used to mea-
sure the quadrupolar SH susceptibility of any fluid which can be sandwiched
in between two glass slides. Moreover, some nano-structured materials and
26




























Figure 2.14: Simulated 2-beam SHG peaks when the sandwiched sample
(glass/water/glass) is z-scanned through the 2-beam overlap. The middle SHG
peak depends on the SH susceptibility of water.
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bio-materials (e.g. cells) can also be sandwiched in between the two glass
slides to be measured by 2-beam SHG. With an objective lens set behind the
sample, we can also do microscopical SHG study on those materials.
2.8 Two-beam SHG microscopy
Optical SHG was first used for microscopy by Hellwarth and Chris-
tensen [26] (1974) and Sheppard et al. [38] (1977). SHG microscopy was ap-
plied to biological sample by Freund and colleagues in 1986. Since then, SHG
microscopy gained broad applications [15]. The advantage of SHG microscopy
over linear optical microscopy lies on its sensitivity to interfaces, which make
it possible to see some transparent samples. To image centrosymmetric ma-
terial, usually third-harmonic generation (THG) is used, since any material
has nonvanishing third-harmonic (TH) susceptibility [3, 42]. In our study on
quadrupolar SHG in glass, we successfully enhanced the SHG from centrosym-
metric materials using two orthogonally polarized laser beams [43]. This in
principle enables SHG microscopy to centrosymmetric materials, so that it can
compliment THG microscopy for imaging samples that are transparent to SH
photons, but not TH photons. In this section, we describe a few preliminary
attempts to demonstrate this concept. These preliminary results are intended
only as a prelude to a more extensive study of two-beam SHG microscopy.
We first chose ZnO micro-clusters for SHG microscopy. ZnO crystals
are noncentrosymmetric and it has large dipolar SH susceptibility. They were
used to exam our imaging system at that time, and maybe later will be used
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in bio-labeling. The ZnO sample was prepared by chemical growth of ZnO
nanorods (∼ 100nm in diameter) and then depositing them on a glass cover
slide. The ZnO nanorods tended to form big clusters. We picked up a cluster
of a few microns to do linear and SH imaging. In Figure 2.15 (a) and (b), the
linear imaging of the cluster is shown. The SH image of the same cluster is
shown in Figure 2.15 (c). The size of the cluster is estimated to be 4.8µm by
counting the pixels occupied the image (see Figure 2.16).
To demonstrate microscopy with quadrupolar SHG, we chose a glass
cover slide (150µm thick) in our experiment. We made a scratch (width is
about 15µm) on the glass surface so that we could use it as a reference fea-
ture. The sample was translated so that the scratch was close to the two-beam
overlap. The SHG image of the glass away from the scratch is much brighter
when the two beams were orthogonally polarized (Fig. 2.17 (a) and Fig. 2.18
(a)) than co-polarized (Fig. 2.17 (b) and Fig. 2.18 (b)). However, the image
of the scratch was much brighter when the two beams were co-polarized. This
is what we expect, the two orthogonally polarized beams enhanced the cen-
trosymmetric bulk quadrupolar SHG, while the co-polarized two beams probe
the interface dipolar SHG.
The above results shows our apparatus for two-beam SHG microscopy
are ready. By tuning the polarization of the two laser beams, we can selectively
image the centrosymmetric or noncentrosymmetric materials. This technique









Figure 2.15: Linear (a, b) and SH (c) images of a ZnO cluster. From (a)
to (b), the sample was shifted so that the image of the ZnO particle can be




Figure 2.16: Linear (a) and SH (b) images of a ZnO cluster show the size of








Figure 2.17: 2-beam SHG image of a glass slide with a scratch on one surface.
(a) Straight beam (beam 1) is horizontally polarized (in x̂), angled beam (beam
2) is vertically polarized (in ŷ). (b) Both beams are polarized in x̂− ẑ plane.








Figure 2.18: 2-beam SHG image of a glass slide with a scratch on one surface.
(a) Straight beam (beam 1) is horizontally polarized (in x̂), angled beam (beam
2) is vertically polarized (in ŷ). (b) Both beams are polarized in x̂− ẑ plane.
(c) Difference of the image in (a) and the image in (b).
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2.9 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the quantitative features of a
general two-beam technique for enhancing the quadrupolar SHG response of
isotropic materials. The quadrupolar SH polarization model is completely test
by several experiments. The phase mismatch issues which related the funda-
mental and the SH wave propagating inside the sample are studied in detail
through both experimental and theoretical approaches. Applications include
the study of nano-composites of centrosymmetric materials [23] and second-
harmonic microscopy of transparent samples.
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Chapter 3
Quadrupolar SHG in silicon nanocrystals
3.1 Introduction
Silicon nanocrystals have unique optical and electrical properties that
are lacking in bulk silicon. For example, silicon nanocrystals can emit light very
efficiently. Optical gain in silicon nanocrystals embedded in glass was recently
observed [32], which may make it possible to build a silicon laser. Another
interesting property of the silicon nanocrystal is that it can trap electrons effi-
ciently [46]. This feature has been utilized to make silicon-nanocrystal-based
flash memory . Though the microscopic mechanisms behind those properties
are still under debate, it is widely accepted that quantum confinement due
to nanocrystal size and the nano-interfaces between the nanocrystals and the
host material are responsible for those optical and electrical properties.
Second harmonic generation (SHG) as a non-contact, non-invasive op-
tical probe method has already been used for about four decades. It has
been widely used as a planar in bulk and interface/surface probe. It started
to be used to probe nano-interfaces only in recent years [14, 20, 28, 31, 34, 44].
Since composites of randomly oriented nanocrystals are macroscopically cen-
trosymmetric, dipolar SHG is forbidden. The SHG from such materials is
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quadrupolar, which is extremely weak when the traditional single beam SHG
setup is used. In this chapter, we investigate both single-beam and two-beam
SHG from composites of Si nanocrystals. A new 2-beam SHG configuration
is discovered. It is found to enhance quadrupolar SHG from nanocrystals by
a factor of 103.
3.2 Sample preparation
The silicon nanocrystal samples were prepared in Oak Ridge National
Lab. Silicon ions were implanted into a glass (Corning 7940) substrate and
then annealed to form silicon nanocrystals. Multi-energy (35keV ∼ 500keV)
silicon ions were implanted, yielding a flat ion distribution in depth ( 1 µm)
(see Figure 3.1). Two groups of sample were annealed at about 11000C in
two different gas environments, pure Ar gas and Ar + 4% H2 gas, to allow a
comparison of samples with as-precipitated and H-terminated nano-interface,
respectively. The size of the nanocrystals was controlled by the dose of the
silicon ions, annealing temperature and the annealing time.
A macroscopic picture of a typical silicon nanocrystal sample is show in
Figure 3.2 (a). It has a central yellow area where nanocrystals are embedded.
The transparent margin which is about 1 mm wide has no Si nanocrystals
embedded, and thus serves as a control sample in the SHG experiments. Figure
3.2 (b) shows the cross-section TEM micrograph of a single silicon nanocrystal
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Figure 3.1: composite density profile (solid curve) for excess Si 5× 1021cm−3,
< dNC >= 3 nm of depth Limplant ∼ 1 µm formed by Si ion implantation at
six different energies (dotted curves).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) A typical silicon nanocrystal sample. The yellow region is
where Si nanocrystals are embedded, while the transparent margin is pure
glass. (b) Cross-section TEM micrograph of a typical single silicon nanocrys-
tal embedded in a glass substrate [49, 51]. The NCs with average diameter
< d >NC=3, 5 and 8 nm, respectively (with 30% size fluctuation), with cor-
responding NC densities nNC = 7, 3 and 1.5 × 1018cm−3 were formed under
different conditions.
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3.3 Single beam SHG from Si nanocrystals
Our first SHG measurement on NC-embedded fused silica was done by
using a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser (200 fs, 300 nJ pulses at
250 kHz repetition rate and 800 nm central wavelength). Pulses were focused
at normal incidence to spot radius 10 µm onto the samples. SHG from the
isotropic glass surface vanishes in this configuration. SHG was collected in
the forward direction and at small off-forward scattering angles. We used the
lower repetition rate amplifier to avoid multi-pulse thermal heating damage in
the fused silica samples.
Signals were normalized to reference SHG from a crystalline z-cut quartz
plate [24] by a split-off portion of the fundamental beam. SHG signals were de-
tected by photomultiplier tubes after Schott glass filters and gated to a photon
counter, or by a cooled charge coupled device (CCD) camera. We confirmed
that the detected signals obeyed quadratic intensity dependence, and con-
tained only frequency components within the frequency-doubled fundamental
spectrum.
3.3.1 Sensitivity to surface chemistry
A lateral scan of transmitted SHG as the linearly polarized focused
excitation beam was translated across the boundary between Si implanted
glass and unimplanted glass is shown in Figure 3.3. Two samples were used
in this experiment. Both sample had < d >NC∼ 3nm Si nanocrystals em-




Figure 3.3: Scan of single-beam SHG across the boundary between Si NC
implant and unimplanted glass rim at edge of sample. x < 0 µm – NCs
implanted region; x > 0 µm – pure fused silica margin. Solid dots (circles)
correspond the sample annealed in Ar (Ar + 4% H2). Inset: single beam
transmitted SHG configuration.
was annealed in an Ar/H2 mixture. The unimplanted glass yielded a barely
detectable background SHG signal. For both samples, the SHG signal rose im-
mediately as the scanning excitation beam crossed into the implanted region,
clearly demonstrating that the signal was caused by the Si NCs. Remarkably,
the signal from Ar-annealed NCs was ten times stronger, i.e. annealing in H2
quenched SHG relative to Ar-annealed samples. This result shows the SHG
from Si nanocrystals is sensitive to the nano-interface chemistry.
Since the interior of individual Si NCs is centrosymmetric, the second-
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order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2) vanishes in the electric-dipole approxima-
tion. Thus the interior of a NC can contribute only quadrupolar SHG [14, 20,
31]. Nevertheless, centrosymmetry is broken locally at the Si/SiO2 interface.
The resulting local interface dipole creates a nonzero SHG polarization even
upon spherical averaging. Such an interface polarization is evidently the dom-
inant microscopic source of SHG from the Ar-annealed samples, in view of the
sensitivity of SHG to H passivation of the Si/SiO2 interface.
3.3.2 Sensitivity to nanocrystal density gradients
The presence of fluctuations in particle shape, size, or density can also
contribute a nonzero SHG polarization in general remains on macroscopic
bulk average. We observed strong enhancements of the basic SHG signal
described above when explicit macroscopic centrosymmetry-breaking features
were present in the sample. As one example of this, Figure 3.4 shows fine
detail of one SHG scan across the boundary between implanted and unim-
planted substrate for the Ar-annealed sample, with fundamental p-polarized
with respect to the boundary and all SH polarizations detected. A further
tenfold enhancement of SHG is evident in many locations in the immediate
boundary region. Polarization analysis of the SH signals shows that these local
enhancements are contained almost entirely in the p-out component.
The p-in, p-out configuration is most sensitive to breaking of centrosym-
metry by local particle density gradients perpendicular to the boundary. We












Figure 3.4: Small step lateral scan on the boundary between pure glass and
nanocrystal-embedded glass shows SHG sharply increasing at some points.
3.3.3 SHG Radiation pattern
We imaged the incident fundamental mode and the SHG mode from
Si NCs implanted in glass into a CCD camera using a 10× microscope objec-
tive lens. The setup for imaging the SHG mode is shown in Figure 3.5. The
fundamental mode image (Figure 3.5, upper right) shows a Gaussian distrib-
ution, while the SHG mode image shows a node through the center of the 2ω
beam profile (Figure 3.5, lower right). This mode is consistent with SH field
distribution E2ω ∼ (Eω · ∇)Eω, where Eω denotes the fundamental Gaussian
field. This unique SHG mode image proves the essential conclusion of single-
particle theories [14, 20, 31], i.e., quadrupole polarization is generated from















Figure 3.5: The SHG radiation pattern measured by a CCD camera has a
TEM01 mode (double lobes, lower right) when the incident fundamental beam
has TEM00 mode (upper right). The experimental setup for imaging the SHG
mode is shown in the main panel of the figure.
ter of a Gaussian laser focus profile, E ·∇E = 0, so that no SHG is generated.
SHG is distributed at the sides of beam profile where E · ∇E = 0 is nonzero
(see Figure 3.6). The shape of the quadrupole polarization is consistent with
the SHG mode image.
3.4 Two-beam SHG
Single beam SHG from Si nanocrystals has been demonstrated to be
sensitive to surface chemistry and NC density in the last section. However,
the SHG signal is very weak (a few hundred counts per second) due to its







Figure 3.6: The gradient of the fundamental electric field vanishes in the center
of a Gaussian beam, so does the SH field.
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troscopic and fs-time-resolved studies of the nano-interface properties of Si
NCs. In this section, we formulate the theory of quadrupolar SHG, then in-
vestigate the possibility to enhance quadrupolar SHG from NCs using two
laser beams. The experimental realization is then presented in the following
sub-sections.
3.4.1 Two-beam SHG Theory
Recent phenomenological models of SHG from individual spherical par-
ticles of centrosymmetric material [14, 20] and from nanocomposites [31] have







∇ · nNCQ̃(2). (3.1)
The first term represents the contribution from the SH dipole moments p(2)
of individual nanoparticles of uniform density nNC . p
(2) has a nonlocal form,
with its radiative part proportional to (E · ∇)E, that results from spherically
averaging the locally noncentrosymmetric dipole polarization of the Si/SiO2
interface, with additional contributions from the bulk Si. The second term
describes additional contributions from the SH quadrupole moment tensor
Q̃(2), which enhance SHG in regions of local gradients ∇nNC in NC density
[31].
In the two-beam geometry (see Figure 3.7), approximating incident




















Q = inNC(δ − β − 2γ){E01 · k1E01 exp(2ik1 · r) + E01 · k2E02 exp[i(k1 + k2) · r]
+E02 · k1E01 exp[i(k1 + k2) · r] + E02 · k2E02 exp(2ik2 · r)}, (3.2)
The mathematical description of the enhancement mechanism using two-beam
geometry has been shown in Section 2.2. The enhancement mechanism also
applies on silicon nano-composites, which are macroscopically centrosymmet-
ric.
3.4.2 Enhanced SHG from Si NC sample
The experimental setup is the same as in Section 2.3. The amplified
Ti:Sapphire laser beam was loosely focused (w1 = w2 = 500 µm), 50/50
split into two beams and then overlapped spatially and temporally on the Si
NC embedded glass. The 2-beam SHG in the bisecting direction of the two
fundamental beams was detected by the PMT when the polarization of beam
1 was rotated from horizontal to vertical (Figure 3.8 right). The 2-beam SHG
increased from the minimum to the maximum as the two beams changed from
co-polarization to orthogonal-polarization (see Figure 3.8 left). This result
agrees very well with the theory in the last section .
Two-beam SHG of Si NCs, like its single beam counterpart, is sen-
sitive to interface chemistry . When samples annealed in Ar and Ar + 4%
H2 were scanned, 2-beam SHG was again much stronger than from the Ar-
annealed sample (see Figure 3.9). In addition, the 2-beam SHG emerged in
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Figure 3.8: The 2-beam SHG intensity depends on the angle between the
polarization of E1 and E2. The intensity maximized when E1 ⊥ E2.
an S-polarized TEM00 mode (Figure 3.10), in agreement with the quadrupolar
model.
We often observe strong fluctuations in two-beam SHG intensity when
the laser beams scans across the border between NC implanted and unim-
planted glass, as shown in the x ≈ 0 region in Figure 3.9. These fluctuations
are believed to originate from local gradients ∇nNC in NC density. In non-
uniform nano-composites, such gradients also contribute to the SH polarization
[23, 31, 36] (see Equation 3.1). The first term in Equation 3.1 is equivalent to
Equation (3.2), and describes the contribution of individual NCs of uniform
density nNC ; the second term is proportional to the SH quadrupole moment,
and interferes with SH fields from the first term in regions of local gradients
in NC density, leading to fluctuations in SHG intensity.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Scan of two-beam SHG across the boundary between Si NC
implant and unimplanted glass rim at edge of sample. x > 0 µm – NCs
implanted region; 0 > x > −1000 µm – pure fused silica margin; x < −1000
µm – air. Solid dots (circles) correspond the sample annealed in Ar (Ar + 4%
H2). (b) Transmission two-beam SHG geometry.
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CCD
Figure 3.10: The spatial profile of the 2-beam SHG from Si NC embedded





Figure 3.11: Transmitted 2-beam SHG (labeled as SFG in the figure) scan
across the boundary (2.2mm) between 5 nm Si NCs and unimplanted glass on
the samples annealed for 1 hour at 11000C in pure Ar. Both of the incident
beams are P polarized according to the sample.
The effect of the density gradient of nanocrystals on the SHG can be
easily investigated when we set both beams polarized in the horizontal plan,
in which case the first term in Equation 3.1 almost vanishes. Figure 3.11
shows SHG for p-polarized incident beams as incident angle increases from 00
(equivalent to the signals in Figure 3.3) to 50. The increasing SHG signal from
Si NC region results from the increasing incident field component along the










Figure 3.12: a) The incident beam electric field has no component along the
gradient at the the Si NCs composite/glass interface. b) The incident beam
electric field component along the gradient at the the Si NCs composite/glass
interface increases when the sample is tilted.
3.4.3 SHG signal discrimination
However, the SHG from glass substrate was also enhanced, which is
shown in Figure 3.9 (0 > x > −1000 µm region), when we laterally scan the
laser beams from the nanocrystal embedded region to pure glass margin on the
sample. This is because glass is isotropic material and the same enhancement
mechanism applied to it. So the SHG from the nanocrystal embedded region
is actually a mixture of SHG from nanocrystal composite and glass substrate.
The magnitude of the SHG from nanocrystals has the same order as the SHG
from glass.
To verify those two contributions, we flipped the sample and did two
lateral scans on the sample when the silicon nanocrystal layer was on the laser
beam exit side and on the laser beam entrance side. Since the nanocrystal
layer absorbs a certain amount of SHG light while is almost transparent to the
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Figure 3.13: Scan of two-beam SHG across the glass-NC boundary with a NC
layer (< dNC >= 5nm) at entrance (filled squares) or exit (triangles) side of
sample, with orthogonally polarized incident fields.
fundamental light, the order of the nanocrystal layer relative to the glass sub-
strate will make difference on the total (mixture) signal. When the nanocrystal
layer is on the entrance side, it does not absorb the SHG from glass since it is
generated later. However, if the nanocrystal layer is on the exit side, part of
the SHG from glass will be absorbed. The SHG from nanocrystals is same in
those two cases. It destructively interferences with the glass SHG. So in the
case that glass SHG is absorbed (NC at exit), the total SHG is lager. The
experimental result shown in figure 3.13 agrees well with the prediction.
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The Si NC SHG signal can also be well discriminated in the spectral
domain. The thickness of the glass substrate is about 900 µm. It is much
larger than the coherence length (∼ 10 µm) of the SHG propagating in the
glass. Since the fundamental laser pulse has a bandwidth of 12 nm, the phase
mismatch ∆k is different for for different wavelength components. When each
frequency component passes through the same thickness of material, the cor-
responding SH generated is also different. In the spectrum of SHG, we can
observe “Maker” fringes. (Original Maker fringes [30] were produced when the
laser beam passed through a variable thickness of crystal, and SHG intensity
oscillated when the thickness increased. Here the sample thickness is fixed, but
we have different wavelength components in each laser pulse.) As shown in
Figure 3.14, the SHG from pure glass has four fringes when it is dispersed in a
spectrometer. On the other hand, the thickness of the silicon nanocrystal layer
is only 1 µm thick, much less than the coherence length. That means phase
mismatch inside the nanocrystal layer is negligible so is no spectral fringes are
imposed as a result of SHG from nanocrystals. However, that SHG coherently
superimposes on the SHG from the glass substrate, and shifts the fringes in
the spectrum , as shown in figure 3.14.
The SH field from pure glass margin is [37]
E2ωg = Γg(∆k)
−1E2(ω)(ei∆kgLg − 1), (3.3)
where Γg is the overall scaling factor, ∆kg is the phase mismatch in ẑ inside
the sample, and Lg is the thickness of the glass. When it pass through an
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Figure 3.14: Frequency dispersed SHGs from pure glass (solid circles) and
nanocrystal embedded glass (solid squares) show “Maker” fringes due to the
frequency dependent phase mismatch. The solid lines are fitting curves.
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embedded silicon nanocrystal layer (as in the case the nanocrystal layer in on
the exit side), the absorption of the SHG has to be taken into account. Then




NC+i∆k)LNC (ei∆kgLg − 1), (3.4)
where α2ωNC and LNC are the linear absorption coefficient and thickness of the
NC layer, respectively. The SH field from silicon nanocrystals is
E2ωNC = iΓNC(i∆k + α
2ω
NC)
−1E2(ω)(ei∆kLNC − e−αLNC ). (3.5)
So the total SH field from the nanocrystal embedded region is E2ωNC + E
2ω
g .
The total SHG intensity is then |E2ωNC + E2ωg |2. We use this model to fit the
data shown in Figure 3.14, by setting the fitting value ΓNC/Γg = P1e
iP2 .
Fitting curves are also shown in Figure 3.14. We obtain P1 = 1.35± 0.01 and
P2 = 0.39π± 0.002π. The presence of a significant positive phase shift of ΓNC
relative to Γg suggest that 2ω lies just below a resonance of the Si NCs.
For contrast, the spectra of the SH generated by two co-polarized beam
are shown in Figure 3.15. The SHG from glass is extremely weak. The SHG
from NCs embedded region is a little stronger than from glass. Since the
thickness of the NC layer is much less than the coherence length, the spectrum
doesn’t show “Maker” fringes, as expected.
Perhaps the best method of signal discrimination exploits the fact that
the two-beam bulk-quadrupolar SHG vanishes as long as the beam overlap
region is totally immersed inside the isotropic bulk substrate, which makes
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Figure 3.15: Frequency dispersed SHGs from pure glass (solid circles) and
nanocrystal embedded glass (solid squares) when the two beams are co-
polarized don’t show “Maker” fringes.
the quadrupolar SHG surface-like [17, 18, 43] (see the details in Section 2.6).
Moreover, if two isotropic materials have similar refractive indices and nonlin-
ear susceptibilities, the two-beam SHG also vanishes on the interface between
those two materials. We found that water and glass are such materials (see the
details in Section 2.7). By stacking a pure glass slide on top of a NC-implanted
slide (with its 1 µm-thick implant facing the gap), then filling the gap with
water, we observed no SHG when the 2-beams overlapped the gap outside the
NC implant (Figure 3.16, top) and pure SHG from NCs when they overlapped
the implant (see Figure 3.16, bottom). In Figure 3.16 bottom, we can also
see that the magnitude of the left peak (SHG from 1st surface) is only 1/3 of
the right peak (SHG from 2nd surface). This is because that Si nanocrystal
layer in the middle absorbs 2/3 of the SHG from glass on the left side but is
transparent to the fundamental beams. This technique totally separates the
SHG from the nanocrystal composites from their host glass, and still keeps
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Figure 3.16: Two-beam SHG z-scan: a NC sample stacked with a same size
fused silica slide with water filled in the gap. Top: z-scan in the pure fused
silica margin; Bottom: z-scan in the NC implanted region.
the SHG enhanced. It can be applied to other nano-materials when we use
2-beam SHG to probe their interfaces.
3.5 Conclusion
We have experimentally verified that SHG from a uniform composite
of spherical Si NCs is radiated by a nonlinear polarization of nonlocal dipolar
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(quadrupolar) form proportional to (E · ∇)E. We showed that SH responses
of this form are greatly enhanced in a noncollinear two-beam SHG config-
uration, whether they originate microscopically from spherical interfaces (as
in the nanocomposite) or from a bulk quadrupolar response (as in the glass
substrate). Competing signals from NCs and substrate were discriminated by
several techniques. The enhanced SHG is useful for scanning, spectroscopy,
real-time monitoring, and microscopy.
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Chapter 4
Phase matched quadrupolar SHG from
centrosymmetric materials
4.1 Introduction
Quadrupolar SH generated from the isotropic bulk is usually a weak
undesired background signal that interferes with the study of interface dipolar
SHG from the surface. As demonstrated in preceding chapters, this usually
weak signal can be dramatically enhanced by two orthogonally polarized laser
beams [23, 43]. The two-beam geometry can also be used to generate quasi-
phase-matched (QPM) SHG from isotropic materials if proper periodicity can
be realized.
The electric fields of phase mismatched and phase matched SHG are
shown in Figure 4.1. Traditional QPM crystals (e.g. PPLN) for SHG were
made by periodically reversing the sign of the second order polarization (as
shown in Figure 4.1 (c)) to make the fundamental and second-harmonic (SH)
wave travel in phase in the crystal [22]. In the two-beam geometry, the fun-
damental and the SH wave do not propagate in the same direction, causing
additional phase delay between the SH wave and the fundamental wave [23, 43]















Figure 4.1: The diagram in the center shows the growth of SH electric field
in a complex coordinate. (a) If there is phase mismatch between the SH
polarization wave and the SH radiation wave, the SHG oscillates along the
beam propagation direction inside the crystal. (b) The SH field grows linearly
along the beam propagation direction when the phase match between the SH
e-wave and the fundamental o-wave is realized. (c) Quasi-Phase-Match can
be realized when the SH polarization can be periodically reversed in the beam
propagation direction. (d) In a polycrystalline structure, superimposition of
the SH generated from each domain which has different phase in the beam







Phase delayed and matched from multi-layers
Phase mismatch between 
polarization wave and radiation wave
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) A structure designed to realize Quasi-Phase-Matched 2-beam
SHG using isotropic material (e.g. glass). Left: the grey region is the active
material, the white region is nonactive material which delays the phase of SH
polarization wave relative to SH radiation wave. Right: growth of SH electric
field when the fundamental two beams propagate through the material. (b)
Phase mismatch between the SH polarization wave and SH radiation wave.
isotropic materials, without periodically reversing the sign of the nonlinear po-
larization (see Figure 4.2 (a)). For example, we can make an array of thin glass
films, each with thickness equal to the coherence length of quadrupolar SHG in
glass, separated by twice this coherence length. The spacing material does not
generate SH, but delays the phase between the SH and the fundamental wave.
As a result, quadrupolar SHG from each film superposes constructively, and
total SHG continuously grows along the film array. In Figure 4.3, we compare
the SHG intensity growth with the thickness of the sample for different phase
matching schemes . Two-beam quasi-phase-matched SHG grows slower than
that of single beam since there are inactive materials in between the active
materials, but its overall growth is parabolical.
In this chapter, we investigate the possibility of phase matching quadrupo-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of calculated SHG growth in different schemes.
lar SHG from two kinds of centrosymmetric materials. In section 4.2 and
section 4.3, we show quasi-phase-matched SHG from two glass slides and two
pellicle thin films respectively.
4.2 Quasi-Phase-Matched SHG from glass slides
As a proof of principle, we prepared samples with just two QPM periods
by stacking two glass cover slides (thickness around 150 µm) together. The
laser output (810 nm, 100 fs, 1 µJ/pulse) is split 50/50 into one beam that is
normally incident onto the sample, and a second beam incident at 200 from
the surface normal. The normally (obliquely) incident beam is focused by a
lens to a spot size of w0 ∼ 20 µ m (w0 ∼ 10 µm), where w0 is the beam waist.
As a result, the two-beam overlap region has length 250 µm, which sets the
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maximum useful length of a QPM array. In Section 2.6, we showed that if the
size of the two-beam overlap is smaller than the thickness of a bulk material,
the bulk quadrupolar SHG appears surface-like [43], i.e., the signal peaked
when the material surface centered in the two-beam overlap region, while the
SHG from the center of the bulk vanished [43, 44](see section 2.6 for details).
Here, we simulate the coherent superposition of two SH wave generated from
two glass slides, shown in Figure 4.4. If there is no gap between the two glass
slides (ideal case), then the two glass slides are just like one bulk, there is no
SHG from the middle of the two glass slides except from the two outer surfaces
(see Figure 4.4 upper left). After the two glass slides are separated by a gap
of 5 µm wide, three approximately equal peaks appear (see Figure 4.4 middle
left). This was also observed in our previous experiments (see Figure 2.11 in
Chapter 2). At this time, the gap is not optimized for superposition of two
SH waves. When the gap is about 13 µm (the coherence length of two-beam
SHG in air), the two SHG wave are completely constructively superimposed,
so that the total signal increases by four times (see Figure 4.4 lower left),
which was also observed in the experiment shown in Figure 4.5 (a). When gap
size increases more, the total SHG signal from the gap region oscillates several
times (one is shown in Figure 4.4 upper right) until the gap exceeds length
of two-beam overlap, which can be observed by the splitting of the middle
peak, as shown in Figure 4.4 middle left (splitting) and Figure 4.4 lower left
(split). In the experiment, we also observed 4 totally separated peaks (shown






































Figure 4.4: Simulation of the z-scan of the two-beam overlap across the two
stacked glass slides separated by an air gap of different sizes. The horizon-
tal axes represent the longitudinal position (ẑ) in µm, and the vertical axes
represent the SHG intensity.
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Figure 4.5: z-scan of the two-beam overlap across two stacked glass slides with
a gap in between. (a) Gap size is about one coherence length (13 µm). (b)Gap
size is larger than the two-beam overlap length.
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To characterize the SHG superposition as a function of continuously
varied phase delay between the fundamental and the SH wave, we prepared a
wedge sample . Two glass slides (1 mm thick each) were stacked, one side with
a spacing about 150 µm, the other side made contact (see Figure 4.6). We
centered the two-beam overlap inside the gap, so that only the inner side of
the each glass slide generated SHG. The two inner surfaces formed a spacing
wedge. When we translated the sample laterally, the spacing between the two
inner surface varied so that the phase delay between the fundamental and the
SH wave varied. In the Figure 4.6, we can see that the SHG oscillates when
the two-beam overlap scans the wedge sample from left to right. At large
(small) lateral position, the spacing is small (large). When the spacing got
larger, two-beam overlap region had less overlap with the glass so the total
signal decreased. Each SHG peak from a single glass slide is about 1/4 of
the largest peak in Figure 4.6, which indicates the interference between the
two SH waves generated from the inner sides of the wedge. The wedge angle
was measured with He-Ne laser. The calculated spacing variation from lateral
position from maximum SHG to its neighbor minimum is about 26 µm. The
coherence length of the two-beam SHG in air is about 13 µm. This indicates
there is an additional phase shift. It probably comes from the phase shift of
the SH generated from each glass slides due to the variation of the overlap
between the two-beam overlap and the glass slides.
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Lateral scan



















Spacing between two glass slides (µm)
Figure 4.6: As the two-beam overlap scans laterally across the wedge sample,





Figure 4.7: Two pellicle films (about 5 µm thick) are set parallel to each
other and inside the two beams overlap region. The variation of the distance
between the two films can change the phase difference between the two SH
field generated from each film.
4.3 Quasi-Phase-Matched SHG from pellicle thin films
Since the thickness (∼ 150 µm) of the cover glass slides is comparable
to the length (∼ 250 µm) of the two-beam overlap, the overlap between glass
and the two-beam overlap also changes, which induces additional phase shift,
as shown in the previous section. To overcome this difficulty, we choose pellicle
thin films about 5 µm thick. This thickness is close but less than the coherence
length of the 2-beam SHG in the film, but much less than the size of the two
beam overlap (as shown in Figure 4.7). Then the shape of the two-beam
overlap doesn’t have significant effect on the SHG from the film during z-scan.
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When the two pellicle films are close enough (¿ size of the two-beam
overlap), the magnitude of the SH electric field is same, but their relative phase
can be adjusted by changing the distance between the films. The total SHG
electric field is then the superimposition of the electric field from each film.
The measured SHG intensity depends on the distance as shown in Figure 4.7.
The total SHG intensity is about 4 times the SHG intensity from each film
when the SHG from each film is in phase; but vanishes when the SHG from
each film is out of phase. From one SHG intensity peak to the next one, the
distance between the two films changes about 28 µm. This agrees with the
model prediction (2LairC = 2× 13 µm = 26 µm) very well.
4.4 Phase-Matched SHG from calcite crystals
In the last section, we demonstrated SHG coherent superposition be-
tween just two thin films or two glass slides. Based on current technology, it
is difficult to make a periodic structure with multi-layers satisfying the phase-
matching condition discussed in the last sections. To bypass this difficulty, we
choose a birefringent crystal – calcite – as our sample to demonstrate enhanc-
ing and phase-matching of quadrupolar SHG.
We mounted the calcite crystal sample (as shown in Figure 4.9) so that
the o-axis of the crystal was always kept in x̂− ẑ plane while the sample was
rotated around ŷ axis. By that manner, beam 1 (noted by ~E1) and beam
2 (noted by ~E2) kept their wave propertied – o-wave or e-wave – during ro-
tation, respectively. We kept beam 1 polarized in x̂ − ẑ plane. When the
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Figure 4.8: Experimental data (solid square) show the coherent superimposi-
tion of the two SH field generated from two pellicle films. The horizontal line



















Figure 4.9: Scheme for phase-matched two-beam SHG from calcite crystal.
polarization of beam 2 was set in x̂ − ẑ plane (ŷ direction), we rotated the
sample around ŷ to find type I (type II) phase matching. Here, type I phase
matching means two fundamental o-waves are mixed to generate SH e-wave,
while type II phase matching means fundamental one o-waves and one e-wave
are mixed to generate SH e-wave. We used beam 1 to do single-beam phase-
matching experiments. In that case, we set beam 1 polarized 450 off the x̂− ẑ
plane, which provided equal quantity of o-wave and e-wave simultaneously. We
compared the two types of phase-matching with single- and two-beam using
short and long laser pulses. All SHG signals were sensitive the crystal angle
tuning, indicating the phase-matching of bulk SHG. The results are shown in
Figure 4.1. All the type II phase-matched SHG is less than those of type I.
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Here, group velocity walk-off has to be taken into account since we are using
femto-second pulses and a birefringent crystal. In type II phase matching,
group velocity of the fundamental e-wave (vω,eg = 0.67c when the pulse central
wavelength is 800nm, where c is the light speed in vacuum) is larger than
o-wave (vω,og = 0.60c). After the two waves propagate through 1 mm thick
crystal, they separate about 520 fs, which is much larger than the pulse du-
ration (∼ 230 fs). In other word, o-wave and e-wave separate totally before
they travel half of the sample. This doesn’t happen in type I phase matching
since both fundamental beams are o-waves. This is probably the reason why
type I phase-matched SHG is larger than type II. When short pulses were
used, both sing-beam and two-beam geometry gave almost the same mount of
ISHGtypeI /I
SHG
typeII ratio (see Table 4.1). However, when longer pulses (∼ 4000 fs)
were used, the ratio when two-beam geometry (60) were used was less than
single-beam geometry (28). In other word, two-beam geometry enhances the
phase-matched SHG by a factor of 2 (60/28 ∼ 2). If longer pulses are used,
that factor can be improved.
4.5 Discussion
We have in principle demonstrated that quadrupolar SHG generated
from isotropic materials (e.g. glass and pellicle) superposed coherently. This
result shows it is promising to build build a QPM structure using inexpensive
isotropic materials. But there are still several unsolved problems on the way to
make such QPM “crystal”. For example, how to precisely position the layers?
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type I type II type I
(o + o → e) (o + e → e) type II
single beam 1 0.015 67
short pulses
(230 fs)
two beams 0.061 9.8× 10−4 62
single beam 1 0.017 60
long pulses
(4000 fs)
two beams 1.3× 10−4 4.7× 10−6 28
Table 4.1: Comparison of type I and type II phase-matched SHG efficiencies
in single-beam and two-beam geometries when short or long pulses are used.
How to reduce the reflection loss from each layer to improve the efficiency?
In our experiments on pellicle thin films, the average reflection loss on each
film is about 10%. After the fundamental beams pass through ten pellicle
thin films, their intensity drop down to 35%, so the intensity of SHG from the
eleventh film will drop down to (35%)2 = 12%. Those reflection lose limits the
SHG conversion efficiency and should be solved before practical applications.
Using birefringent crystal to realize phase-matching doesn’t have the reflection
lose. However, there are also other limitations, for example, the group velocity
walk-off problem will limit its application in ultra-short pulses.
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Chapter 5
SHG in situ monitoring of CVD growth of
nanocrystals
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, optical second harmonic generation (SHG)
is electric-dipole forbidden in bulk centrosymmetric media such as Si. How-
ever, the centrosymmetry of the bulk is broken when an electric field EDC is
applied to it, which locally enhances SHG in that region. As discussed be-
low this electric-field-induced second-harmonic (EFISH) process is potentially
useful for in situ monitoring of growth of nanocrystal layers for flash memory
applications. In Si-NC-based flash memory devices, an NC layer embedded in
the oxide traps and stores charge that has tunneled through the oxide layer
separating it from the Si substrate [46]. Such a trapped charge layer creates
an electric field that pervades the Si substrate, where EFISH generation can
then take place. In preparation for this discussion, we first present a phenom-
enological description of EFISH generation.
EFISH is modeled in the dipole approximation by treating the applied
electric filed EDC as an additional electric field contributing to the polarization
density pEFISH , along with the incident laser field E(ω). The applied field cou-
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ples with the driving laser field through a third-order nonlinear susceptibility
tensor [2]. The polarization density is
PEFISHi (2ω, r) = χ
(3)
ijkl(2ω) : Ej(ω, r)Ek(ω, r)E
DC
l (0, r), (5.1)
where the Ej(ω, r)Ek(ω, r) are the components of the laser field, E
DC
l (0) is the
applied DC field, and χ(3) is the fourth-rank susceptibility tensor.
In real measurements, the total SHG signal also includes contributions
from surface dipole and bulk quadrupolar polarizations. The total quadratic
polarization density is thus the sum of these three contributions:
P(2)(2ω, r) = PS(2ω, r) + PBQ(2ω, r) + PEFISH(2ω, r), (5.2)
as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The (SiO2/Si(100)) sample is mounted on a rotational stage to observe
the azimuthal angle dependence of SHG. In a field-free Si sample, the bulk
SHG intensity is much lower than the surface SHG intensity (see Figure 5.2).
If a DC electric field applied to the bulk silicon, EFISH from the bulk grows
stronger relative to surface SHG (see Figure 5.3). The growth of EFISH in
Figure 5.3 is caused by laser-induced accumulation of charges on the surface of
the oxide cover layer. The charges are multi-photon excited by the laser from
silicon substrate, then trapped on the SiO2 surface. If the laser beam is blocked
temporarily, the charge traps and EFISH decreases (see Figure 5.3). Thus the
dynamics of EFISH reveals charge trapping and de-trapping dynamics on the
sample surface. To be trapped, the electrons have to gain enough energy
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by multi-photon excitation to overcome the potential barrier between the Si
valence band and SiO2 conduction band. Then the electrons diffuse to the
SiO2 surface. Since the scattering length of the electrons in SiO2 is about
3.4 nm [7], the oxide need to be thin enough that the electrons can diffuse
to the SiO2 surface and be trapped there, or the electrons will return to the
positively charged Si substrate. On the other hand, if the oxide is more than
10 nm thick, too few electrons diffuse to the SiO2 surface, and time-dependent
SHG (TDSHG) is negligible [7, 27].
Surface contaminants or surface and bulk defects in SiO2 can serve as
trap sites . Si NC grown on a Si/SiO2 substrate can also serve as electron
trap sites [46]. Because of Coulomb blockade, each nanocrystal can only trap
one electron, so the density of the trapped electrons is proportional to the
density of the nanocrystals. Since the density of the electrons can be probed
by EFISH, the density of the NCs can also be probed. In this chapter, we
investigate the possibility of using SHG to probe NC density noninvasively
in a deposition chamber. Section 5.2 describes the experimental setup and
procedure. In Section 5.3, we demonstrate that surface contaminants affect
EFISH. In Section 5.4, we show experimental results of in situ SHG from Si
NCs and discuss the results.
5.2 Experimental Setup
Experiments were performed in an ultra high vacuum chemical vapor
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Figure 5.1: This cartoon shows all SHG sources from a Si sample: Si/SiO2
interface SHG, Si bulk SHG and EFISH due to the DC electric field formed
by charges trapped on the SiO2 surface.
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Figure 5.2: The intensity of the SHG from Si sample depends on the azimuthal
angle. The bulk SHG has 8 fold symmetry. The bulk SHG intensity is 2 order
lower than the surface SHG.
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Figure 5.3: The total reflected SHG from a Si sample (lightly p-doped silicon
substrate with 9 nm thick SiO2 on top) increases by time which is due to the
DC electric field building up by the trapped charges on the sample surface.
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ples were introduced to the vacuum via a load lock and transferred into the
CVD chamber on a sample mount that slides onto an infrared (IR) heating
unit. The IR heating unit utilizes a 400W Osram Xenophot IR light bulb to
heat samples from the backside, producing surface temperatures up to 830 0C.
Sample temperatures were measured indirectly using a calibrated reference
thermocouple. Dilute disilane gas (4% Si2H6 in helium) was introduced to the
reactor through a leak valve to backfill the chamber to the desired pressure.
The samples were cleaned in acetone, ethanol and rinsed in deionized water
(DI-water). They were blown dry with helium gas prior to entry in the load
lock. All samples were annealed at 700 0C prior to growth remove adsorbed
water and surface contaminants. Samples were then kept at 600 0C, while
disilane pressure was kept at 1×104 Torr for nanocrystal CVD growth.
The optical setup is shown in Figure 5.4. SH signals were generated by
unamplified 120 fs Ti:sapphire laser pulses (76MHz repetition rate, tunable
from 710 nm to 800 nm), focused onto the sample through an optical port
at an angle of incidence 550 from normal with p-polarization. Reflected p-
polarized SHG was detected by a photon counting system. A fraction of the
fundamental beam was split off to generate a SH reference signal from a wedged
Z cut crystalline quartz plate in order to normalize signal intensity against laser
intensity fluctuation. Constant background noise was suppressed by chopping
the fundamental beam and subtracting the counts with laser pulse unblocked
and blocked. Reflected fundamental laser light was blocked by color glass
filters.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup. M: Mirror, F: Filter, λ/2: halfwave plate, P:
Polarizer, L: Lens.
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5.3 Surface contaminants effect on TDSHG
We first determined experimentally the optimum oxide thickness for
SHG in situ TD-EFISH monitoring. Figure 5.5 shows TDSHG from a silicon
sample with 10 nm thermal oxide before and after removing surface conta-
minants by annealing to 6000C for ten minutes. In both cases, TDSHG is
negligible, demonstrating that this oxide is too thick for our purposes. By
contrast, Figure 5.6 shows that TDSHG from a silicon sample with 2 nm na-
tive oxide is very strong, and also very sensitive to annealing treatment. We
therefore investigated the annealing and surface contaminant effects in more
detail on samples with oxides ¿ 10 nm thick. This is also the range of oxide
thickness relevant for flash memory device application.
A sample after standard cleaning still captures contaminant molecules
on its surface as long as it is exposed to ambient air. Even when the sample is
inserted into the UHV chamber, the molecules remain and must be removed be-
fore CVD nanocrystal growth. The sample is annealed at 7000C for 10 minutes
to remove contaminant molecules completely from the surface. If the sample
is annealed at lower temperature, surface molecules are only partly removed,
and can be easily detected by TDSHG. Figure 5.6 shows the effect on TD-
SHG of systematically increasing annealing temperature from 500C to 8000C
for a native oxidized Si(001) sample in UHV. Each increase in temperature
removes more surface contaminants, causing a corresponding decrease in the
time-dependent rise of SHG. After an 8000C annealing, the time-dependence
has disappeared completely. Figure 5.7 shows a similar trend for a Si(001) sam-
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Figure 5.5: Top: TDSHG from a lightly p-doped silicon sample with 10 nm
thermal oxide on top increases slightly by time. Bottom: After annealing at
temperature 6000C and then cool down to room temperature, SHG from the
same sample is flat over time. The data were taken in high vacuum (∼ 10−9
Torr) at room temperature.
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ple with a gate dielectric consisting of 1.1 nm SiO2 and 3.5 nm HfO2, prepared
by atomic layer epitaxy [16]. Such “high-k” dielectrics are also of interest as
substrates for Si-NC-based flash memory devices. As with the native-oxidized
sample, TDSHG is very strong when the cleaned sample is first introduced into
UHV conditions, then decreases systematically following subsequent anneals
at increasing temperature. In this case, annealing at 6000C was sufficient to
quench TDSHG. After the sample was annealed at 6000 or above, most of
the molecules (contaminants) on the sample surface were gone, the TDSHG
is completely flat. After the sample is exposed to air for about 1 hour, the
TDSHG recovers (see Figure 5.7 Bottom). The results indicate the surface
contaminants play an important role in EFISH probing [16].
5.4 Monitoring growth of Si NCs
To check the feasibility of using EFISH caused by electrons trapped in
Si NCs to monitor growth of Si NCs, we introduced a fully fabricated Si NC
sample, manufactured in Motorola, into the growth chamber. The sample was
prepared by rapid thermal CVD of Si using silane precursor (partial pressure
37 - 110 mTorr) at the hot (450 - 800 0C) surface of thermally grown oxide (3.5
nm in thickness) on undoped Si(001) wafer, where the deposited Si coalesced
into a 2D NC layer. Si NC layers were then passivated by top oxides (6
nm in thickness). The average NC size and density is 8 nm and 6×1011cm−2,
determined by SEM analysis. Based on the results in Figure 5.5, contaminants
at the surface of such a thick oxide (9.5 nm total) are expected to play a
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Figure 5.6: TDSHG from n+ doped silicon sample with 2 nm native oxide on
top. The sample was annealed at different temperature and then cooled down
to room temperature for SHG data taking. The pressure in the vacuum is
∼ 5 × 10−10 Torr. Each set data were taken at different point on the sample
to avoid SHG hysteresis.
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Figure 5.7: Top: TDSHG from HfO2(3.5 nm)/SiO2(1.1 nm)/Si(001) sample
depends on the annealing temperature (no annealing - solid square, 1500C -
solid diamond, 3000C - solid triangle, 6000C - solid circle). Bottom: TDSHG
from the same sample is large before annealing the sample (solid squares), but
vanishes after annealing at 6000C for 10 minutes (solid circles). After 1 night
stay in high vacuum (∼ 10−9 Torr.), TDSHG is still negligible weak (solid
diamond), but recovers after 1 hour exposure to air (solid triangle). Data
were taken at room temperature in high vacuum (∼ 10−9 Torr.)
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negligible role in producing TDSHG.
Figure 5.8 (solid squares) shows that observed strong TDSHG from this
sample before annealing. This appears to suggest that laser-induced charge
trapping in the embedded Si NC layer is the cause of TDSHG. However, we
then observed that TDSHG disappeared after the sample was annealed at
6000C (Figure 5.8 solid circles), and recovered after the sample was exposed
again to ambient air and replaced in the chamber (Figure 5.8 solid triangles).
These are the same trends observed with thinner (2-5 nm) oxides/dielectrics
containing no embedded Si NCs (see Figure 5.6 and 5.7). Evidently this tells us
that charges trapped by contaminants on the SiO2 surface are playing a role,
even though photo-excited electrons can hardly diffuse to the SiO2 surface
through a uniform 9.5 nm (3.5 nm tunneling + 6 nm covering) thick oxide.
We hypothesize, therefore, that one or both of the following mechanism is at
work in this sample: (1) the Si NC layer provides a “stepping-ston” for photo-
excited electrons to reach the SiO2 surface, but does not itself retain charge
efficiently, or (2) surface contaminants catalyze the trapping of charge at the
the embedded Si NCs.
Finally, we implemented SHG, including TDSHG, as an in situ mon-
itoring during CVD growth of a Si NC layer onto a Si(001) substrate with 2
nm oxide (similar to the substrate studied in Figure 5.6). Strong TDSHG was
observed from the Si/SiO2 substrate before annealing and NC growth (Fig-
ure 5.9 solid squares), then disappeared after annealing at 8000C (Figure 5.9
solid circles), reproducing the pre-growth trends reported in Figure 5.6. CVD
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Figure 5.8: TDSHG from a Si NC sample was observed in a vacuum chamber
before annealing the sample (solid squares), but disappeared when the sample
was annealed at 6000C for 10 minutes and then cooled down to room tem-
perature(solid circles). After exposure to ambient air for about 12 hours the
TDSHG recovered (solid triangles).
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growth was done step by step and TDSHG was taken in each interval. During
CVD the laser beam remained focused on one point, but TDSHG was taken at
location about 100 µm away from the original point to avoid cumulative pre-
charging. We observed that reflected SHG intensity increased monotonically
as the deposited NC layer increased in density from zero to 1010 cm−2 [29].
However, no time-dependence whatsoever was observed over a 140s interval at
any stage of CVD growth. The TDSHG was completely flat after each step of
CVD growth (see Figure 5.9). To understand this phenomenon, we estimated
the DC electric field formed by electrons trapped in nanocrystals with
EDC = zσNC/ε, (5.3)
where, σNC is the NC density, ε is the silicon permittivity and z is the number of
electrons trapped on each NC. The maximum nanocrystal density achieved in
a typical CVD growth is about 1010 cm−2 [29]. We assume that each NC traps
one electron, so the maximum DC electric field is calculated to be 2×103V/cm.
From previous work on EFISH [1, 7], applied field EDC > 10
4V/cm give rise to
easily observed EFISH above the interfacial contribution without using special
electro-modulation technique. The DC electric field in our experiment is an
order lower than the observable threshold. Since it is hard for each NC to trap
more than one electron because of Coulomb blockade, higher NC density is
needed so that EFISH is observable.
Though we didn’t observe significant TDSHG during growth, we ob-
served a change in SHG intensity as a result of depositing nanocrystals on the
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Figure 5.9: TDSHG observed from a Si sample before annealing (solid squares),
after annealing (solid circles), after CVD growth for 15 minutes (solid up-
triangles), 17.5 minutes (solid down-triangles), 20 minutes (solid diamonds),
25 minutes (solid left-triangles), 30 minutes (solid right-triangles). Data were
taken in vacuum (∼ 10−9 Torr.) at sample temperature 1160C.
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oxide surface. This suggest that the intensity of the SHG (instead of TDSHG)
can provide at least a qualitative in situ monitor of Si NC growth. To in-
vestigate this possibility, further in situ observation of time-independent SHG
intensity during CVD growth were made.
In Figure 5.10 (a), SHG from an n+ doped Si sample during CVD
growth increases to the maximum after 20 minutes CVD and then decrease.
The difference between the two curves shown in 5.10 (a) indicates different
points on the sample give rise different SHG signals. Figure 5.10 (b) shows
SHG (normalized to SHG before CVD) from samples cut from a SiO2(10
nm)/Si(light p-doped) wafer shows similar CVD time dependence as SiO2(2
nm)/Si(n+ doped) sample, except its SHG reaches the maximum after 30
minutes CVD. With the samples cut from the same wafer, we took SHG after
each step of CVD growth shown in Figure 5.10 (c) and (d). Both of them have
the same trend before 20 minutes CVD, but SHG in (c) decreases further while
it increases in (d). SHG we obtained in above experiment actually is mixture
of SHG from the nanocrystal layer grown by CVD and SHG from silicon sub-
strate. They are different in phase as well as in magnitude. Absorption of
SH by the nanocrystal layer will also affect total SHG. Since there are several
factors that can affect the total SHG, it is not ideal to do quantitative in situ
monitor with that. A possible solution to this is to use FDISHG (frequency-
domain-interferometric SHG) to resolve the phase changes of the total SHG,
as well as intensity [50]. The additional phase information can tell us the size
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Figure 5.10: (a) Time-independent SHG from a SiO2(2 nm)/Si(n
+ doped)
sample as a function of CVD time. SHG data were taken from five locations
on the sample. The maximum (minimum) SHG among the five is shown by
solid squares (solid triangles). (b) The ratio of SHG after and before CVD
from a SiO2(10 nm)/Si(light p-doped) as a function of CVD time. Each data
point was taken from different samples cut from the same wafer. The error bars
indicate SHG variation from point to point on one sample. (c) The sample was
cut from the same wafer as in (b). SHG data were taken from four locations
(indicated by four different symbols) on the sample after each step of CVD
growth. (d) Repeat the experiment as in (c) with another sample cut from the
same wafer. SHG from one location of the sample was taken. All SHG were
taken in vacuum (∼ 10−9 Torr.) at sample temperature ∼ 1000C.
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5.5 Summary
Surface contaminants were found to dominate TD-EFISH form both
Si/SiO2 and Si/SiO2/HfO2 samples in UHV, including a sample with a layer
of Si NCs embedded in the oxide for flash memory applications. Unfortunately,
under CVD growth conditions (10−4 Torr disiline gas, clean sample surface),
the expected TD-EFISH from laser-induced charge trapping in the growing
Si NCs was found to be too weak to observe. Total reflected SHG intensity
does change substantially as the nanocrystal layer grows, but additional phase-







The SHG polarization direction is determined by
E01 · k2E02 + E02 · k1E01. (1.1)
In the coordinate system shown in Figure 2.1, if both beams are polarized in
x̂− ẑ plane, then the magnetic field of either beam is in ŷ, so electric fields E1
and E2 can be written as
E1 = |E1|ŷ × k1 (1.2)
E2 = |E2|ŷ × k2. (1.3)
Then Formula 1.1 becomes
(|E01|ŷ × k1 · k2)|E02|ŷ × k2 + (|E02|ŷ × k2 · k1)|E01|ŷ × k1. (1.4)
The common factor |E01||E02| does not affect the direction, so the polarization
direction is determined by
(ŷ × k1 · k2)ŷ × k2 + (ŷ × k2 · k1)ŷ × k1. (1.5)
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Use equation a · (b× c) = b · (c× a), the above formula becomes
ŷ · (k1 × k2)ŷ × k2 + ŷ · (k2 × k1)ŷ × k1
= ŷ · (k1 × k2)(ŷ × k2 − ŷ × k1)
= ŷ · (k1 × k2)ŷ × (k2 − k1). (1.6)
ŷ · (k1 × k2) is a scalar, so the direction is determined by ŷ × (k2 − k1). Then
we calculate
(k1 + k2)× (ŷ × (k2 − k1))
= ŷ(k1 + k2) · (k2 − k1)− (k2 − k1)[(k1 + k2) · ŷ]
= 0, (1.7)
where, |k1| = |k2| (the two beams have the same wavelength) is used in the
last step of calculation. The result obtained above proves the SH polarization
is parallel to k1 + k2.
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